Game: What Should you Wear?

1. Click on this link:

   https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kD7dm-1x63GH3MeAOILhqhYPYQ6jF9Zcug1uqBiNdwM/mobilepresent?slide=id.p

2. Go to the bottom left of the page and click on “three vertical dots.”

3. Then click on the “three vertical dots” and then “open in editor.”

4. It will then ask you if you want to log into using your Google account and click “yes.”

5. Items can then be clicked and dragged to the nurse if they are items the nurse will use.

   **Kahoot! Link**

   https://play.kahoot.it/v2/?quizId=d6a120ec-a4e6-4065-90bb-f6585c6ec517